Let R be a commutative ring with identity and Let M be left R module. A submodule N of an R-module M is said to be approximately-pure submodule of M (for short AP-pure), if NIM  IN+J(R)M(NIM), for each ideal of R. the main purpose of this paper is to develop the properties of modules with the approximately-pure intersection property.
Introduction
In this paper we assume R is commutative ring with identity and all modules are unitary left R-module. A submodule N of an R-module M is called pure submodule, if for every finitely generated ideal I of R IMNIN, [1] . Following [2] , an R-module M has the pure intersection property (for short PIP), if the intersection of any two pure submodules is again pure. We introduce the concept of an R-module M has approximatelypure intersection property (for short AP-PIP). We prove that if N be AP-pure submodule of an R-module M, then M, has AP-PIP if and only if M N has AP PIP, see proposition (2.3).
2.Properties of module which has approximately-pure intersection property:
Recall a submodule N of an R-module M is called approximately-pure (briefly AP-pure) if 
Definition (2.2):
An R-module M is said to have the approximately pure intersection property (for short AP-PIP) if the intersection of any two AP-pure submodules is again AP-pure. show that:
We claim that each of A and B is AP-pure in M.
To show this, let I be an ideal in R and let
and this implies that: Thus: 
Theorem (2.4):
Let M be an R-module, then M has the AP-PIP if and only if:
for every ideal I of R and for every AP-pure submodule A and B of M.
Proof:
Suppose M has the AP-PIP then for each AP-pure submodules A and B, AB is APpure. Let I be an ideal in R, then (AB)IM  I(AB)+J(R)M((AB)IM) It is clear that:
Conversely, let A and B be AP-pure submodule of M and I an ideal in R. Then: .
